hamper fxis artistry. No one of his characters, it is
evident, could have moulded a tale as he adapted all
of them, choosing the plan, the tone, the execution
that would make the most of the material. It was
he and not the Man of Law who gave the rich colour
and the emotional appeal to the story of Custance,
he and not the Knight who achieved the formal
beauty of the tale of Palamon and Arcite, he and not
the Pardoner who made the Search for Death the
most powerful apologue in our literature. It was he,
too, it must be said, who was responsible for the
amazing garrulity of the Wife of Bath and the cyni-
cism of the Merchant.
To put the matter in other words, The Canter-
bury Tales, though they form a story on a grand
scale, are a collection—the work of one great imag-
ination. The reader passes from one kind of narrative
to another, and at the end has read through some-
thing akin to a little library of masterpieces. Every
sort of verse fiction practised in the Middle Ages is
illustrated by them. The romance, the saint's legend,
the fabliau, the fable, the exemplary anecdote are all
there, though each is something more than a typical
specimen because in each appears Chaucer's person-
ality and his artistry. The variety of the fare is
astonishing, and equally the mastery that each tale
exhibit^]
Something of all this the reader of the following
translation into modern English can appreciate, even
though he has never taken the trouble to get ac-
quainted with Chaucer at first hand, Mr. Nicolson
apologizes, but quite unnecessarily, for the rendering
he has made. His work has the merit of faithfulness;
he has added less and subtracted less than most o£
his predecessors, having chosen wisely to translate
instead of paraphrasing* What Chaucer said is here,
even if not put quite as he put it Thait some d£ the
flavour should have evaporatei"*1s Inevitable. The
words of a great poet cannot be altered without loss.
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